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Cbt anxiety manual

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has become the leading treatment for anxiety, and for good reason. Research shows that CBT can be an effective treatment for anxiety after as few as 8 sessions, with or without any medication (4). Due to the high incidence of anxiety (18% of adults in the United States meet the criteria for an anxiety disorder over a 1-year period [3]), it is
valuable to have a strong understanding of best practices for its treatment. This guide will provide a general overview of CBT for anxiety disorders without delving too deep into a single diagnosis. Of course, one size doesn't fit everyone. It is important to be flexible and use your best clinical judgment when working with clients. One size doesn't fit all. Theory CBT works by
identifying and solving how a person's thoughts and behaviors interact to create anxiety. Therapists work with clients to recognize how negative thought patterns affect a person's emotions and behaviors. Here's an example of how two different people can react to a situation differently based on their thoughts: With CBT, a therapist tries to intervene by changing negative thought
patterns, teaching relaxation skills, and changing behaviors that lead to the problem worsening. Helping to provide motivation for treatment and getting a client on board, providing psychosis about anxiety is the first step in treatment. Treatment of anxiety with CBT Anxiety Psychosis Clients who seek treatment for anxiety often have limited knowledge of their problem. They may
know that they are afraid of snakes, large groups of people, or cars, but that's about it. Others may have a constant sense of anxiety without really knowing what it's about. It is a good idea to start by discussing triggers, or sources of anxiety. What are the situations where a person feels most anxious? What are they thinking and how do they react in these situations? How does it
affect their lives? After a client has had the opportunity to discuss their own anxiety, it will be valuable to help them learn about anxiety in general. Anxiety is a feeling of intense discomfort that drives people to avoid the dreaded stimuli. Anxiety is defined by evasion. It is important for customers to understand that every time they avoid an anxiety-producing situation, their anxiety
will be even worse next time. The brain sees it like this: When I avoid this situation, I feel better. I guess I should try to avoid it next time too. Look at this graph to help visualize how it works: Education about the Yerkes-Dodson Law can help a client understand why they have anxiety, how it's hurting them, and how a certain amount of anxiety can be beneficial. The Yerkes-Dodson
Law states that too little or too much anxiety is both harmful and that a person reaches optimal performance on a task with a moderate degree of anxiety. Someone who has no anxiety has little motivation to keep up their responsibilities and someone too much anxiety will try to avoid the situation, or perform poorly due to their symptoms. However, a person with a moderate degree
of anxiety will be motivated to prepare, concentrate, or do what is necessary for their particular situation without being weakened or avoidable. Next, it will be important to educate your client about symptoms and common reactions to anxiety. Everyone deals with their feelings differently, so help your client identify what they are doing when they are anxious. Give examples such as
pressing feet, pacing, sweating, becoming irritable, thinking about the situation non-stop, insomnia, nausea, nail-biting, avoidance—something that will help your client become more conscious when experiencing anxiety. It is important that your client recognizes when they feel anxiety, because the next step will be for them to intervene in these situations. Challenging negative
thoughts Before challenging thoughts will be effective, clients need to understand the relationship between thoughts, feelings and behaviors. It can be useful to give examples and discuss examples from the customer's personal experiences. Cognitive behavioral model spreadsheets ask the customer to practice identifying their thoughts by practicing the session, and then fill out a
thought log for homework. A thought log requires a client to describe situations they experience, record the thought they had in that situation, and then the resulting consequence (both a behavior and emotion). Without the practice of identifying how thoughts and feelings are connected, the main thoughts will pass unnoticed and unchallenged. In this case, the customer should
focus on thoughts that contribute to anxiety. Thought Log (blank) spreadsheet Once the customer has practiced identifying their negative thoughts and they have become somewhat adept at recognizing them, it will be time to start challenging these thoughts. After having a thought that contributes to anxiety, the customer will want to ask themselves: Do I have evidence to support
this idea, or am I making assumptions? Do I have good reason to be anxious?. Look at the following example: In practice, it can be very difficult to challenge long-held beliefs. One technique to help facilitate this process is for customers to ask themselves a series of questions to assess their thoughts. Here are some examples: Is there evidence of my thought, or am I making
assumptions? What's the worst that could happen? Is that result likely? What's the best thing that could happen? What is most likely to happen? Will this question about a week from now, a year from now, or five years from now? See the following spreadsheet for a list of questions a customer can hold to remind themselves of issues to challenge their negative thoughts.
Challenging negative thoughts spreadsheet After successfully challenging an old belief, your client will have to replace it with a new belief. I would like to stress that the new faith does not have to full of sunshine, rainbows and happiness. Sometimes the best replacement thought is just less negative. Some situations really are scary, and deny that won't do any good. The idea is to
think neutrally rather than negatively and put fear into perspective. Someone who suffers from extreme anxiety usually perceives a situation as more dangerous than it really is. Exposure Therapy/Systematic Desensitization The basic idea of exposure therapy is to meet your fears. When someone exposes themselves to the source of their concerns and nothing bad happens,
anxiety diminishes. This doesn't mean you should throw someone with a fear of spiders into a room of tarantulas and lock the door (though some have been successful with this, it's called flooding. We don't recommend it unless you really know what you're doing). Instead, you will gradually work your way up to the dreaded stimuli with the customer in a process called systematic
desensitization. The first step in systematic desensitization is to create a fear hierarchy. Identify the anxiety you'd like to turn to with your client, and then create a list of steps leading up to it with the rankings of how anxiety-producing you think the situation would be. Here's an example: Exposure hierarchy spreadsheet Now, before you follow through and expose a client to these
stimuli, they must learn relaxation techniques to learn during the process. These can include deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, or meditation. They are described in detail in the next session of this guide. Finally, the customer will follow up with the hierarchy of fear (with the clinician's help). The goal is for the customer to be exposed to stimuli that only moderately
anxiety-producing while using relaxation skills to control their response. Eventually, the customer can move on to the more challenging situations they identified in the fear hierarchy. The exposure process should occur over several sessions and the customer should be allowed to become comfortable at each step before moving on. The clinician will present the dreaded stimuli
and ask the client to use a relaxation skill. Eventually, stimuli can be removed and the process should be discussed. If it becomes difficult to move between stages, try to come up with an in-between phase that is less anxiety-producing. For example, if touching the spider is too much, let it go nearby without making contact. There should be no surprises during systematic
desensitization- the customer should be comfortable and know exactly what is coming. In addition, know when to stop. Does the customer need to reach the point where spiders can crawl on them, or tolerate them near enough? Relaxation Skills Relaxation Skills are techniques that allow a person to initiate a calming reaction in their body. Everyone has their own preferences and
skills that they find work best for them, so expect some trial and error before you find technique that fits each client. Two of the most commonly used and effective relaxation skills are deep breathing (1) and progressive muscle relaxation (2). Deep breathing (also known as diaphragmatic breathing) requires a client to take conscious control of their breathing. They will learn to
breathe slowly using their diagram to initiate the body's relaxation response. There are many variations of this skill, and we've shared a user-friendly method below: Sit comfortably in your chair. Place your hand on your stomach so that you are able to feel your diaphragm move as you breathe. Take a deep breath through your nose. Breathe in slowly. Time breath to last 5
seconds. Hold your breath for 5 seconds. You can make less time if it's difficult or uncomfortable. Release the air slowly (again, once 5 seconds). Do this by frowning your lips and pretending that you're blowing through a straw (it can be helpful to actually use a straw for practice). Repeat this process for about 5 minutes, preferably 3 times a day. The more you practice, the more
effective deep breathing will be when you need it. Deep breathing can be valuable at the moment when confronting something anxiety-producing, or generally as a way to reduce overall stress. It will be valuable for your customers to practice deep breathing daily, even when they feel fine-the effects can be prolonged. Deep Breathing Exercise video Progressive muscle relaxation
(PMR) requires a bit more effort than deep breathing, but it can reduce feelings of anxiety (2). PMR requires the user to go through a checklist of muscles that they will target tense and then relax. Using this technique will create a sense of relaxation and it will help teach a client to better recognize when they experience anxiety by recognizing the tension in their muscles. Because
the script is lengthy, we have included it in a printable format below. 1. Borkovec, T. D., &amp; Costello, E. (1993). The effect of applied relaxation and cognitive behavioral therapy in the treatment of generalized anxiety disorder. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 61(4), 611-619. Dolbier, C. L., &amp; Rush, T. E. (2012). The effect of shortened progressive muscle
relaxation in a high stress college sample. International Journal of Stress Management, 19(1), 48-68. Kessler R.C., Chiu W. T., Demler O., &amp; Walters E. E. (2005). Prevalence, severity, and comorbidity of twelve-month DSM-IV disorders. National Comorbidity Survey Replication Archive for General Psychiatry, 62(6), 617-27. Stewart, R. E., &amp; Chambless, D. L. (2009).
Cognitive behavioral therapy for adult anxiety in clinical practice: A meta-analysis of efficacy studies. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 77(4), 595-606. 595-606.
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